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ABSTRACT
Context. Changes in solar irradiance and in its spectral distribution are among the main natural drivers of the climate on Earth.
However, irradiance measurements are only available for less than four decades, while assessment of solar influence on Earth requires
much longer records.
Aims. The aim of this work is to provide the most up-to-date physics-based reconstruction of the solar total and spectral irradiance
(TSI/SSI) over the last nine millennia.
Methods. The concentrations of the cosmogenic isotopes 14C and 10Be in natural archives have been converted to decadally aver-
aged sunspot numbers through a chain of physics-based models. TSI and SSI are reconstructed with an updated SATIRE model.
Reconstructions are carried out for each isotope record separately, as well as for their composite.
Results. We present the first ever SSI reconstruction over the last 9000 years from the individual 14C and 10Be records as well as
from their newest composite. The reconstruction employs physics-based models to describe the involved processes at each step of the
procedure.
Conclusions. Irradiance reconstructions based on two different cosmogenic isotope records, those of 14C and 10Be, agree well with
each other in their long-term trends despite their different geochemical paths in the atmosphere of Earth. Over the last 9000 years, the
reconstructed secular variability in TSI is of the order of 0.11%, or 1.5W/m2. After the Maunder minimum, the reconstruction from the
cosmogenic isotopes is consistent with that from the direct sunspot number observation. Furthermore, over the nineteenth century, the
agreement of irradiance reconstructions using isotope records with the reconstruction from the sunspot number by Chatzistergos et al.
(2017) is better than that with the reconstruction from the WDC-SILSO series (Clette et al. 2014), with a lower χ2-value.
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1. Introduction
The Sun is the dominant external energy source of the Earth
(Kren et al. 2017) and thus even small changes in irradiation
from the Sun are expected to affect the Earth’s climate (Hansen
2000; Haigh 2001, 2003; Gray et al. 2010; Solanki et al. 2013).
Although solar variability and its influence on Earth have been
studied for a long time using various approaches, the physi-
cal processes and the level of solar influence on the coupled
atmosphere-ocean system of the Earth are not yet fully under-
stood. Variability in solar irradiance is considered to be among
the possible mechanisms of this latter influence. The total solar
irradiance (TSI), which is dominated by radiation in the visible
and infrared (IR) bands of the spectrum, is the spectrally inte-
grated energy flux per unit area normalised to 1 AU, while the
solar spectral irradiance (SSI) spectral range, which includes ul-
traviolet (UV), is the flux per unit wavelength. These two cate-
gories of irradiance, TSI and SSI, form the main agents of the so-
called hypothesized bottom-up and top-down mechanisms, re-
spectively (Gray et al. 2010). The former mechanism is induced
by the solar irradiance absorbed by Earth’s surface while the lat-
ter is associated with the interaction between the UV irradiance
and the stratosphere (Haigh 1994, 2001). As UV radiation below
400 nmmost probably contributes more than half of the TSI vari-
ability (Krivova et al. 2006; Ermolli et al. 2013; Yeo et al. 2014,
2017; Morrill et al. 2014; Woods et al. 2015), SSI and the UV
range are of particular interest for studies of solar influence on
climate.
To better understand the mechanisms of solar impact on cli-
mate, long-term records of solar irradiance are required. Both
TSI and SSI have been measured since 1978 using space-based
instruments, yet for a longer timescale suitable models are
needed. A number of models have been published (Lean 2000;
Krivova et al. 2007, 2010; Shapiro et al. 2010; Dasi-Espuig et al.
2014, 2016; Coddington et al. 2016) that reconstruct TSI and
SSI on decadal to centennial timescales from various solar
activity proxies, such as the CaII K index, solar radio flux
f10.7cm, sunspot areas, or the sunspot number. Isotope concen-
trations in terrestrial archives have also been utilised to evaluate
TSI on the millennial timescale (Steinhilber et al. 2009, 2012;
Delaygue & Bard 2011; Shapiro et al. 2011; Vieira et al. 2011).
Of these, only Shapiro et al. (2011) have also considered SSI,
while only Vieira et al. (2011) have used physics-based models
to describe the whole chain of the involved processes at each
step. Other models have relied on the linear regressions between
the measured irradiance and the input proxies, while Vieira et al.
(2011) have demonstrated that the linear relationship is actu-
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ally not applicable. Here we follow the approach of Vieira et al.
(2011) to update their TSI reconstruction and to also, for the
first time, reconstruct SSI from the UV to the far-IR, considering
physical process instead of relying on linear relationships. Also,
for the first time, we present a reconstruction based on composite
10Be and 14C records.
We use the SATIRE model (Spectral and Total Irradiance
REconstruction, Fligge et al. 2000; Krivova et al. 2003, 2007,
2010; Wenzler et al. 2004, 2006; Vieira et al. 2011; Ball et al.
2014; Yeo et al. 2014; Dasi-Espuig et al. 2014, 2016), which is
a family of models based on the assumption that the irradi-
ance variation on timescales longer than about one day is driven
solely by changes in the photosphericmagnetic field. This model
family attributes the irradiance changes to the competing con-
tributions of dark (sunspot and pores) and bright (faculae and
the network) surface magnetic features, as all other variable ir-
radiance models do. The brightness of individual components
is assumed to be time-independent, but their surface coverage
changes with time. The positions and the areas of the various sur-
face magnetic components are most accurately extracted from
solar full-disc magnetograms, as used in the SATIRE-S model
(“S” stands for satellite era, Fligge et al. 2000; Krivova et al.
2003; Wenzler et al. 2006; Ball et al. 2014; Yeo et al. 2014), but
these are only available (with a suitable quality and cadence)
from 1974 onwards. For the period 1610 – 1974, SATIRE relies
on sunspot observations and the corresponding version is termed
SATIRE-T (where “T” stands for telescope era, Balmaceda et al.
2007; Krivova et al. 2007, 2010) and SATIRE-T2 for the version
using the surface flux transport model to restore the evolution of
the solar surface magnetic flux (Dasi-Espuig et al. 2014, 2016).
The sunspot number has not been recorded prior to 1610 but
can be reconstructed from the cosmogenic isotope concentra-
tions, 14C and 10Be retrieved from tree rings and ice cores, re-
spectively (Beer 2000; Solanki et al. 2004; Usoskin et al. 2007;
Steinhilber et al. 2009, 2012; Vieira et al. 2011; Usoskin 2017).
The production rate of cosmogenic isotopes depends on the
intensity of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) that enter Earth’s atmo-
sphere. These cosmic rays have to penetrate the heliosphere and
the Earth’s magnetic field before interacting with nuclei of atmo-
spheric atoms and producing radionuclides that are later stored
in terrestrial archives. Therefore, the abundance of isotopes in
archives depends not only on the heliospheric magnetic field, but
also on the geomagnetic field (shielding effect, Vonmoos et al.
2006). As the GCR flux impinging on Earth is modulated by the
solar open magnetic flux (Masarik & Beer 1999; Usoskin et al.
2002; Caballero-Lopez & Moraal 2004), the concentration of
cosmogenic isotopes is an indirect indicator of solar activity. A
distinct inverse proportional relationship between GCR flux and
solar activity has been observed (Usoskin 2017).
Although one can reconstruct the sunspot number from
cosmogenic isotope records, these data have a much lower
temporal resolution than the daily observed sunspot number:
only decadally averaged values are available on the millennial
timescale. Therefore, the SATIRE-T model cannot be applied
directly. It has been adapted to deal with this complication by
Vieira & Solanki (2010) and Vieira et al. (2011), and the cor-
responding version of the model was termed SATIRE-M (“M”
for millennia). Vieira & Solanki (2010) showed that the relation-
ship between the irradiance and quantities that are usually de-
rived from the cosmogenic data is non-linear, and Vieira et al.
(2011) used this model to reconstruct the TSI, for the first time
avoiding a linear relationship. They used the solar open mag-
netic flux (OMF) derived by Usoskin et al. (2007) from the iso-
tope 14C measurements to reconstruct the solar surface mag-
netic fields over the Holocene for two geomagnetic models.
Recently, Usoskin et al. (2016a) reconstructed sunspot number
back to 6755 BC from an updated geomagnetic model and two
cosmogenic isotope series, 14C (Roth & Joos 2013) and 10Be
(Yiou et al. 1997; Muscheler et al. 2004; Vonmoos et al. 2006).
Furthermore, Wu et al. (2018) combined one global 14C and six
local 10Be series into a single state-of-the-art multi-isotope com-
posite record. They also used it to reconstruct the sunspot num-
ber over the Holocene.
Here we reconstruct the TSI and SSI using the updated
model of Vieira et al. (2011) and the most up-to-date sunspot
reconstructions by Usoskin et al. (2016a) and Wu et. al (2018).
We also extend the model to reconstruct both the total and the
spectral irradiance. The concept and the methods of the SATIRE
model are introduced in Section 2. The cosmogenic isotope data
are described in Section 2.3.1, and the reconstruction of solar ir-
radiance is presented in Section 3. The results and conclusions
are summarised in Section 4.
2. Model description
2.1. The general concept of the SATIRE model
In the SATIRE models, the solar surface is described by five
components: umbra, penumbra, facula, network, and the quiet
Sun. The features evolve with time and move across the visible
disc as the Sun rotates. Thus the positions of and the fractional
disc coverage by the features change. On each given day this in-
formation is taken from solar observations. In particular, when
daily high-resolution full-disc solar magnetograms and contin-
uum images are available for the last four decades, the SATIRE-
S model is able to accurately replicate the directly measured ir-
radiance variability. However, one has to rely on less complete
sets of observations for going further back in time.
The longest record of direct solar observations is the sunspot
number that extends back to the Maunder minimum, although
with progressively degrading quality (see Sect. 2.2.1). SATIRE-
T employs the sunspot numbers to first reconstruct the evo-
lution of the solar photospheric magnetic fields through a set
of ordinary differential equations (Solanki et al. 2000, 2002;
Vieira & Solanki 2010), which is then used as input to the
reconstruction of the solar irradiance (Balmaceda et al. 2007;
Krivova et al. 2007, 2010). For time periods before 1610 only in-
direct data are available, and therefore Vieira & Solanki (2010)
and Vieira et al. (2011) adapted the SATIRE model to use the
radioisotope data as input (SATIRE-M). This required an addi-
tional step of first reconstructing the solar activity (either the
sunspot number or the solar OMF) from the concentrations of
14C or 10Be records (e.g. Solanki et al. 2004; Steinhilber et al.
2012; Usoskin et al. 2014). In this study, to reconstruct the so-
lar total and spectral irradiance on both centennial and mil-
lennial timescales, we use the SATIRE-T model for the period
from the Maunder minimum to the present and the SATIRE-M
model over the period 6755 BC to 1895 AD. More details of the
SATIRE-T and SATIRE-M models are given in Sect. 2.2 and
Sect. 2.3, respectively.
In all versions of the model, the input data are used to re-
cover the fractional solar disc coverage by a given photospheric
component at a given time, which is described by the corre-
sponding filling factor α (we note that the definition of the fill-
ing factors is somewhat different in the version of the model that
uses spatially resolved solar magnetograms and images, but this
is irrelevant for this work). The brightness of each component
i is time-independent and is calculated following Unruh et al.
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(1999) using the ATLAS9 spectral synthesis code (Kurucz 1993)
from the corresponding solar model atmospheres (for details see
Unruh et al. 1999). Intensity spectra Ii(λ, µ) (µ = cosθ, where θ
is the heliospheric angle) of the quiet Sun, umbra, and penum-
bra are calculated from the model atmospheres of Kurucz (1993,
2005) with effective temperatures of 5777 K, 4500 K, and 5400
K, respectively. The model atmosphere used for faculae and net-
work was adapted from the model ‘P’ by Fontenla et al. (1999).
The intensity spectra, Ii(λ, µ), are then integrated over the whole
disc (or over the activity belts; see Sect. 2.2.2) to give the disc-
integrated brightness spectra, Fi(λ), of each component.
The solar irradiance at a given wavelength, λ (SSI), at a given
time, t, is obtained by summing up spectra of the individual pho-
tospheric components weighted by their surface coverage, given
by their filling factors αi:
F(λ, t) =
∑
i=u,p,f,n,q
αi(t)Fi(λ). (1)
The ATLAS9 spectral synthesis code uses the assumption of
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), which breaks down in
the solar chromosphere where the important parts of solar UV
radiation are formed. Krivova et al. (2006) and Yeo et al. (2014)
have shown that the SATIRE spectra need a correction below 300
nm. FollowingYeo et al. (2014), between 180 and 300 nmwe in-
troduce an offset in the absolute values to match the whole hemi-
spheric interval (WHI) reference solar spectrum (Woods et al.
2009), while in the range 115 – 180 nm, the variability is rescaled
with empirical factors derived using the SORCE/SOLSTICE
measurements (Snow et al. 2005). We note that these corrections
do not affect the long-term trend. Finally, TSI is calculated as an
integral of SSI over the entire spectral range 115 – 160 000 nm.
2.2. SATIRE-T
2.2.1. Surface magnetic field
In the SATIRE-T model, the evolution of the solar surface mag-
netic field is described by a set of coupled ordinary differen-
tial equations (ODEs). The model has been described in de-
tail in earlier papers (Solanki et al. 2002; Krivova et al. 2007;
Vieira & Solanki 2010). Therefore, here we only briefly outline
its main features. Three components of the magnetic field are
considered: the magnetic field in active regions (ARs; φact), in
ephemeral regions (ERs; φeph), and in the open flux, φopen. Ac-
tive regions include sunspots and faculae. They typically emerge
in the so-called activity belts (i.e. within latitudes of approxi-
mately 5 – 30◦ for sunspots and 5 – 45◦ for faculae) and show a
pronounced solar activity cycle. Ephemeral regions are small-
scale bipolar regions with much shorter lifetimes distributed
more homogeneously over the solar surface. They show a much
weaker, if any, variation over the solar cycle (see Harvey 1993;
Hagenaar 2001; Hagenaar et al. 2003). The emergence of ARs
and ERs in our model is described by the corresponding emer-
gence rates, εact and εeph, respectively. This magnetic field de-
cays on timescales of τ0act and τ
0
eph
. Part of the field is trapped
by the solar wind plasma and dragged further into the helio-
sphere, forming the so-called open flux. Whereas part of the
open flux decays within a few months, some part of it can sur-
vive much longer (about 3 – 4 years, Solanki et al. 2000, 2002;
Vieira & Solanki 2010; Owens & Lockwood 2012). Thus the
slowly and rapidly decaying components of the open flux, φsopen
and φropen, respectively, are modelled separately, with the corre-
sponding decay times being τsopen and τ
r
open. The flux transfer
from ARs and ERs to the slowly evolving open flux occurs on
timescales τsact and τ
s
eph
, while τract is the timescale for the transfer
of the AR flux to the rapidly evolving open flux. The evolution of
the magnetic field is then described by the following equations:
dφact
dt
= εact −
φact
τ0act
−
φact
τsact
−
φact
τract
, (2)
dφeph
dt
= εeph −
φeph
τ0
eph
−
φeph
τs
eph
, (3)
dφropen
dt
=
φact
τract
−
φropen
τropen
, (4)
dφsopen
dt
=
φact
τsact
+
φeph
τs
eph
−
φsopen
τsopen
. (5)
As ARs typically include sunspots, the sunspot number can
be considered as a good indicator of the emergence of the mag-
netic field in ARs. Balmaceda et al. (2007), Vieira & Solanki
(2010), and Krivova et al. (2010) used the group sunspot number
(GSN) by Hoyt & Schatten (1998) as input, while Krivova et al.
(2007) considered both the group and the International (or
Zürich) number. The group and the International sunspot num-
bers agree over the last 150 years but show different over-
all activity levels between the years 1700 and 1850. A re-
calibration and multiple corrections to sunspot observations is
the subject of an intense ongoing debate (Clette et al. 2014;
Lockwood et al. 2014b; Usoskin et al. 2016b; Cliver & Ling
2016; Chatzistergos et al. 2017; Svalgaard et al. 2017), which
remains a controversial topic. The effect of the choice of the in-
put sunspot number on the irradiance reconstructions has been
considered by Kopp et al. (2016) and is beyond the scope of this
study. Briefly, the choice of the input series affects the over-
all irradiance level in the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
turies but not the magnitude of the secular change between the
Maunder minimum (1637 – 1715) and now (Krivova et al. 2007;
Kopp et al. 2016). Furthermore, as the main goal of this work is a
reconstruction of the solar irradiance over a much longer period
using the cosmogenic isotope data, the level of the solar activity
in the eighteenth century is derived independently of the sunspot
data towards the end of this article.
Here we therefore use the updated International (Zürich)
sunspot number series (SN version 2.0, SNv2 hereafter) by
WDC-SILSO1 as our input sunspot number. However, this SN
series only extends back to 1700 which is the end phase of
the Maunder minimum. Furthermore, this data set is problem-
atic during the early eighteenth century due to the large amount
of missing sunspot number data and the difficulty in calibrat-
ing between different observatories. Vaquero et al. (2015) have
accounted for this issue and revised the sunspot number dur-
ing this period. We therefore replace the sunspot number be-
tween the years 1639 and 1715 with the one reconstructed by
Vaquero et al. (2015). The original SNv2 series is given at three
cadences, covering different periods: daily (1818 – present),
monthly (1749 – present), and yearly (1700 – present). In this
study, we interpolate the monthly sunspot number from 1749 to
1818 and the yearly one averaged before 1749 to a daily cadence
for consistency in the input temporal resolution for the SATIRE-
T model.
Following Solanki et al. (2002), Krivova et al. (2007),
Krivova et al. (2010), and Vieira & Solanki (2010) we assume
1 http://sidc.oma.be/silso/datafiles
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the emergence rate of the AR magnetic flux, εact, to be directly
related to SNv2:
εact = ε
max,21 SNv2
SNmax,21
v2
, (6)
where εmax,21 and SN
max,21
v2
are the three-month averaged emer-
gence rate and SN value observed during the maximum of cycle
21 (Schrijver & Harvey 1994), respectively.We take the value of
cycle 21 as this one is most comprehensively studied.
We further assume that the emergence rate of ERs is linked
to that of the ARs. This is based on the studies of ER evolution
by Harvey & Martin (1973) and Harvey (1992, 1993). In par-
ticular, Wilson et al. (1988) and Harvey (1992) found that ERs
start emerging earlier than ARs belonging to the same activ-
ity cycles. Thus the ER cycles last longer than the correspond-
ing sunspot cycles and overlap during solar minima. Following
Vieira & Solanki (2010), we define the ER emergence rate (εeph)
as follows.
εeph(t) =
∑
n=1
ε
max,n
act Xg
n, (7)
where X is the amplitude factor and gn defines the ER cycle
shape:
gn(t) =

cos2
(
pi(t−tmaxn )
L
eph
n
)
, −
Lactn
2
− Lextn ≤ t − t
max
n ≤
Lactn
2
+ Lextn
0, otherwise.
(8)
Here tmaxn stands for the time when cycle n reaches its max-
imum and Lactn is the corresponding cycle length. The function
gn ensures that the ER cycle maxima are at or before the cor-
responding sunspot cycle maxima (see Dasi-Espuig et al. 2014).
The ER cycle length of the corresponding activity cycle is de-
fined as:
L
eph
n = L
act
n + 2L
ext
n , (9)
where 2Lextn is the time extension related to each activity cycle
with a constant extension parameter cx:
Lextn = L
act
n − cx. (10)
The decay and transfer times for the surface magnetic com-
ponents are free parameters in the SATIRE-T model, which are
obtained from a comparison of the results with various observa-
tions; details are described in Sect. 2.2.3.
2.2.2. Filling factors
The calculated magnetic flux for each component as a function
of time is converted to filling factors entering Eq. (1) as follows.
First, the fractional disc area coverage by sunspots is obtained di-
rectly from the measured sunspot areas whenever these are avail-
able (Balmaceda et al. 2005, 2009; Yeo et al. 2017) 2.
For the period prior to Greenwich observations (i.e. before
1874) when the area record is not available, we extrapolate this
latter coverage using sunspot numbers. Sunspots are divided
into umbra and penumbra using their observed mean area ratio:
αu/(αu + αp) = αu/αs = 0.2 (see, e.g. Solanki 2003). Assum-
ing the mean field strength in penumbra is 550 G and in umbra
is 1800 G (Keppens & Martínez Pillet 1996), we obtain the total
magnetic flux in sunspots. The magnetic flux in faculae is then
2 http://www2.mps.mpg.de/projects/sun-climate/data/sunspot_area_psi_20170531.txt
the difference between the total flux in ARs and that in sunspots,
φf = φact − φu − φp. The magnetic flux in the network is the sum
of the ERs and open flux: φn = φeph + φopen.
To convert the magnetic flux in faculae φf and network φn
into filling factors αf,n, we assume the filling factors to vary lin-
early with the corresponding magnetic flux until the saturation
flux is reached. The filling factors have a value of 1 above the
saturation limit (Fligge et al. 2000; Krivova et al. 2003, 2007;
Yeo et al. 2014). The saturation flux in the network (Bsat,n) is
fixed at 800 G (for details, see Krivova et al. 2007, 2010), while
the saturation limit in faculae (Bsat,f) is a free parameter in the
model (Krivova et al. 2003)
The derived facular and network magnetic fluxes are disc-
integrated, and so this approach assumes that they are homoge-
neously distributed on the solar surface. This assumption might
overestimate the contribution of faculae to the total solar irradi-
ance since in reality, AR faculaemay emergewithin the so-called
activity belts (at latitudes ±5 – 45◦ for faculae and ±5 – 30◦ for
sunspots), while the brightness of faculae increases toward the
limb (Ortiz et al. 2002; Yeo et al. 2013). Krivova et al. (2007)
used simple weighting factors to account for this. In this study,
instead of integrating the intensity spectra, Ii(λ, µ) of sunspots,
and ARs over the whole disc, we integrate them over the activity
belts.
2.2.3. Model optimisation
Asmentioned in Sect. 2.2.1, some of the decay and transfer times
in Eqs. (2) – (5) are free parameters in the SATIRE-T model.
There are 12 parameters in total in the SATIRE-T model, as
summarised in Table 1, of which 4 can be inferred from observa-
tions whereas others are rather uncertain and are therefore con-
sidered to be free. The ER decay time (τ0
eph
) is taken to be 0.0016
years following Hagenaar (2001), the AR decay time (τ0act) is set
to be 0.3 years (Krivova et al. 2010), and the saturation field in
the network (Bsat,n) is fixed at 800 G (Krivova et al. 2010). One
more parameter, the fraction of the detectable ER flux, ce, which
is described later in this section is also fixed to 0.4. The other
eight parameters are left free within the ranges based on ob-
servations and physical constrains (for details, see Krivova et al.
2007, 2010; Vieira & Solanki 2010). These eight free parameters
are fixed from a comparison of the model outcomes with various
available observations, as described in the following.
The observations used to compare with and to fix the
free parameters are: (1) PMOD TSI composite since 1978
(Fröhlich 2006, 2009)3; (2) ground-based total magnetic flux
(TMF) measurements by Wilcox Solar Observatory (WSO), Na-
tional Solar Observatory(NSO) and Mount Wilson Observatory
(MWO) covering cycles 21 – 23 (Arge et al. 2002; Wang et al.
2005); (3) OMF over the period 1845 – 2010 reconstructed by
Lockwood et al. (2014a) from the aa-index; (4) 200 – 400 nm
SSI UV reconstructed from magnetograms with the SATIRE-S
model over the period 1976 – 2015 (Yeo et al. 2014, 2015) and
from the f10.7cm radio flux with the EMPIRE model over 1947
– 1976 (Yeo et al. 2017); and (5) facular contribution to the TSI
variation calculated with SATIRE-S over 1974 – 2015 (Yeo et al.
2014, 2015).
All data sets have been updated since the previous recon-
structions by Krivova et al. (2007, 2010). A major update con-
cerns the OMF. The updated series spans 60 years longer than the
previous version by Lockwood et al. (2009) that only covered
3 http://www.pmodwrc.ch/pmod.php?topic=tsi/composite/SolarConstant;
version d42_65_1608
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Table 1. Parameters and their allowed ranges in SATIRE-T model.
Parametera Notation Range Kea10 This work
ER decay time τ0
eph
0.0016 (fixed)
AR decay time τ0act 0.3 0.3 (fixed)
Slow OF decay time τsopen 0.0016 4.0 2.97 3.75
Rapid OF decay time τropen 0.08 0.36 0.16 0.14
AR to slow OF transfer time τsact 10 90 71.2 88.3
AR to rapid OF transfer time τract 0.0016 3.0 2.1 2.6
ER to slow OF transfer time τs
eph
10 90 17.8 20.6
Saturation flux in faculae Bsat,f 50 850 156 371
Saturation flux in network Bsat,n 800 (fixed)
ER cycle amplitude factor X 70 150 78 106
ER cycle extension cx 5 8 5.01 7.63
Fraction of detectable ER flux ce 0.3 (fixed) 0.4(fixed)
Notes. (a) Time is in unit [year] and magnetic flux in unit [G].
References. Kea10: Krivova et al. (2010) .
the period from 1904 to 2010.We note that being the longest ob-
servational series, the OMF record mostly affects the long-term
trend.
When comparing the reconstructed TMF to the measured
one, we take into account the finding by Krivova & Solanki
(2004) that more than half of the ER flux is not detected in the
magnetogram archives used here due to the insufficient spatial
resolution of the instruments or is hidden in the noise. There-
fore, when comparing to the observations, we reduce the amount
of the ER flux by a factor ce, therefore the TMF is computed as
φtot = φact + ceφeph + φopen, where ce describes the fraction of
detectable ER flux. We follow previous studies and take ce = 0.4
(Balmaceda et al. 2007; Krivova et al. 2007; Dasi-Espuig et al.
2016). This factor is not used when calculating the irradiance, as
in this case it is the total amount of the solar surface magnetic
flux which is of relevance.
To optimise and constrain the free parameters, we utilise
the genetic algorithm PIKAIA (Charbonneau 1995), which is
designed to find the set of parameters that minimizes the dif-
ference between the modelled and the reference data sets. We
minimize the sum of the reduced chi-squared value (χ2), which
takes the errors of the observations and the number of data points
into account. In other words, we search for the maximum of
1/(χ2
TSI
+χ2
faculae
+χ2
UV
+χ2
TMF
+χ2
OMF
) (see Vieira & Solanki 2010,
for further details). In this way we ensure that no single data set
dominates in constraining the free parameters of the model.
2.3. SATIRE-M
As direct solar observations are not available before the Maun-
der minimum, to reconstruct the irradiance before that we use
the concentrations of the cosmogenic isotopes 14C and 10Be in
natural archives to describe the changes of solar activity with
time.
2.3.1. Cosmogenic data
The cosmogenic radioisotopes 14C and 10Be are produced in
the terrestrial atmosphere by galactic cosmic rays (GCRs). Af-
ter entering the Earth’s atmosphere, GCRs collide with nuclei
(mainly oxygen and nitrogen) and produce these radionuclides.
Since the GCR flux is modulated by the heliospheric magnetic
field (e.g. Beer 2000; Muscheler et al. 2004; Usoskin et al. 2006;
Steinhilber et al. 2008; Vieira et al. 2011), this allows a recon-
struction of the solar magnetic activity at the time of the isotope
production (Lal & Peters 1967).
To convert the concentrations of the cosmogenic isotopes
into Sun-related quantities, several models have to be ap-
plied, such as the isotope production model (Masarik & Beer
1999; Kovaltsov et al. 2012; Poluianov et al. 2016), atmo-
spheric transport and deposition model (e.g., Heikkilä et al.
2009; Roth & Joos 2013), and the geomagnetic field model
(Yang et al. 2000; Korte & Constable 2005; Knudsen et al.
2008; Usoskin et al. 2016a).
To account for the geomagnetic field, two different
models have been used: VDM (virtual dipole moment,
Korte & Constable 2005) and VADM (virtual axial dipole mo-
ment, Usoskin et al. 2016a). The former is approximated as a
geocentric and tilted dipole and is only reliable for up to a few
thousand years when the spread and quality of geomagnetic
samples are good. The latter, VADM, assumes the dipole to be
aligned with the geographical axis and provides a rough geo-
magnetic estimation for the Holocene.
After production, 14C takes part in the global carbon cir-
culation in the atmosphere until it is absorbed by plants or
stored in sediments (Roth & Joos 2013), while 10Be attaches
to aerosols and quickly precipitates within 1 – 2 years af-
ter the production and is preserved in reservoirs or ice sheets
(Vonmoos et al. 2006). Unlike 14C, which carries globally av-
eraged information, 10Be records are strongly region-dependent
(Sukhodolov et al. 2017). Therefore, the signals retrieved from
various natural archives are affected by the geochemical process
(Steinhilber et al. 2008, 2012; Beer et al. 2012), or the so-called
systematic differences (e.g. snow accumulation rate, long-term
changes in the carbon cycle, dating uncertainties).
In this study, three series of decadal SN reconstructed from
cosmogenic isotopes are used, as described below. The first, 14C-
based SN series (“U16-14”, Usoskin et al. 2016a) is an extended
and updated version of a series taken from Usoskin et al. (2014).
It is calculated from an updated 14C production rate record
INTCAL09 (Reimer et al. 2009) and a new geomagnetic model
(GMAG.9k) reconstructed by Usoskin et al. (2016a). Based on
the geomagnetic model GMAG.9k, Usoskin et al. (2016a) also
reconstructed a SN series (“U16-10Be”) from the longest 10Be
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Fig. 1. Sunspot series used as input in the SATIRE-M model over the
period 1000BC to 2015 AD. U16-14C (blue): 14C from Usoskin et al.
(2016a); U16-10Be (green): 10Be from Usoskin et al. (2016a); Wu18
(black): multi-isotope composite constructed by Wu et al. (2018). The
decadally averaged directly observed sunspot number SNv2 (Interna-
tional sunspot number v2.0) used in this paper is shown by a thick red
line for comparison.
data set from the Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP; Yiou et al.
1997; Muscheler et al. 2004; Vonmoos et al. 2006).
Figure 1 shows the SN series U16-14C (blue) and U16-10Be
(green) over the period 1000 BC to 2015 AD. Due to the different
geochemical production processes and non-linear local climatic
influences, some temporal discrepancies between multiple iso-
tope data sets can be found (e.g. 900 BC – 700 BC). Several stud-
ies (Delaygue & Bard 2011; Steinhilber et al. 2012) have com-
bined the individual series using a normalization and the princi-
pal component analysis (PCA), which extract the common sig-
nals (assumed to be solar) and remove the systematic effects.
However, this method keeps only the relative variability, and es-
sentially averages the data points at a given time without taking
the geomagnetic fields and the potential time lags into account,
and neglects uncertainties. According to Adolphi & Muscheler
(2016), the time lags between individual series may reach up to
several decades. To account for these issues, Wu et al. (2018)
combined six 10Be series with the global 14C record into a con-
sistent multi-isotope series, “Wu18”, the third series used in this
study. This composite takes care of the temporal discrepancies
between the seven individual series and minimises the differ-
ence between the modelled solar activity and the measured cos-
mogenic isotope data (see Wu et al. 2018, for more details), as
shown by the thick black curve in Fig. 1. For comparison, the
decadally averaged directly observed sunspot number series af-
ter 1639 is represented by the red solid line. These data sets, their
periods, and the geomagnetic field used are summarized in Table
2.
Until now, the reconstructions of TSI were only based
on individual records (Shapiro et al. 2011; Delaygue & Bard
2011; Vieira et al. 2011), of which only one reconstruction
(Vieira et al. 2011) was made with a non-linear model. Here we
make use of the recent composite, Wu18, to reconstruct the TSI
and the first SSI series over the Holocene.
2.3.2. Reconstruction of solar irradiance
The quantity related to solar activity that can be derived most di-
rectly from cosmogenic isotope concentrations is the solar mod-
ulation potential. It describes the energy loss of GCRs in the
heliosphere due to the solar magnetic field (Usoskin et al. 2005).
The solar modulation potential can then be converted into the so-
lar open magnetic flux (OMF) using the heliospheric cosmic ray
transport model (Usoskin et al. 2007).
As described by Eqs. (2) – (7), the open magnetic flux is re-
lated to ARs and ERs. Vieira & Solanki (2010) and Vieira et al.
(2011) made use of this relationship, as well as the other two
physical assumptions (see the descriptions below) to take the
lower temporal resolution of the cosmogenic isotope data into
account. This modified model is termed the SATIRE-M model.
The first physical assumption is that the fluxes in ARs, ERs, and
rapidly evolving open flux are in a steady state on decadal time
scale, that is, the emerging flux is approximately equal to the
decaying flux (Vieira & Solanki 2010):
〈
φact
τact
〉
= 〈εact〉,
〈φeph
τeph
〉
= 〈εeph〉,
〈
φact
τract
〉
=
〈φropen
τropen
〉
, (11)
where 〈...〉 represents decadal average. The temporal parameters
τact and τeph are
1
τact
=
1
τ0act
+
1
τsact
+
1
τract
, (12)
1
τeph
=
1
τ0
eph
+
1
τs
eph
. (13)
The second physical assumption is that the decadally av-
eraged sunspot number is linearly related to the maximum
sunspot number of the corresponding cycle (i.e. 〈R〉 ∝ Rmax
i
,
Usoskin et al. 2007; Vieira & Solanki 2010). Based on these as-
sumptions, Vieira & Solanki (2010) obtained the following rela-
tionship between the decadal sunspot number and the solar open
flux.
〈Ri〉 j = aR〈φopen〉 j + bR〈φopen〉 j+1, (14)
where aR = 1/cτ1 and bR = 1/c∆t, respectively. The sampling
interval ∆t is 10 years, and the constant c is
c =
[(
1
τsact
+
τropen
τsopenτ
r
act
)
τact +
2.2Xτeph
τs
eph
] εmax,21act
SNmax,21
v2
, (15)
and the time parameter τ1 is
1
τ1
=
1
τsopen
−
1
∆t
. (16)
The time parameters τ1, τact, τeph and the ER amplitude factor X
are taken from the SATIRE-T model and are fixed here.
Equation (14) describes the relation between decadally av-
eraged SN and the OMFs from two cycles. Physically, this re-
lationship means that the open flux during a given cycle is af-
fected by solar activity from this and the previous solar cy-
cle. Therefore, the ratio of the contributions from two cycles,
aR/bR = ∆t/τ1 = (∆t/τ
s
open) − 1, depends on the sampling inter-
val and on the decay time of slowly evolving open flux. In this
study, our sampling interval and the τsopen are 10 years and 3.75
years, respectively. Thus, the aR/bR ratio is 1.67, which is lower
than the estimate by Vieira et al. (2011), who obtained 2.4. This
implies that the contribution of the previous cycle to the open
flux at a given time is higher in the updated model.
Next, to calculate the solar irradiance, the filling factors of all
magnetic components are needed (see Eq. 1). We first compute
the filling factors for the sunspot umbrae and penumbrae. The re-
lation between the decadal sunspot area (decadally averaged fill-
ing factors for umbrae and penumbrae) and the decadal sunspot
number can be simplified into a linear relation (Vieira et al.
2011):
〈αs〉 j = A1〈Ri〉 j + A2, (17)
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Table 2. Data sets used here, their time spans, and the geomagnetic models.
Date set Radionuclide Data spans SN version Geomagnetic model
U16-14C 14C 6755 BC – 1895 AD U16
U16-10Be 10Be 6755 BC – 1645 AD U16 VADM; U16
Wu18 14C & 10Be 6755 BC – 1895 AD Wu18
References. U16: Usoskin et al. (2016a); Wu18: Wu et al. (2018).
where A1 is a proportionality coefficient and A2 is the offset.
Both coefficients are time-independent, as well as the various a,
b, and c parameters appearing in equations below. Filling factors
for umbra and penumbra are obtained by combining Eqs. (14)
and (17) and assuming a ratio of umbral to penumbral area of
1:4 (Solanki 2003):
〈αu〉 j = au〈φopen〉 j + bu〈φopen〉 j+1 + cu, (18)
〈αp〉 j = ap〈φopen〉 j + bp〈φopen〉 j+1 + cp. (19)
The values of au,p, bu,p, and cu,p used in this study are listed in
Table 3.
The filling factors for faculae and network are found sim-
ilarly to SATIRE-T while taking the decadal average into ac-
count. Thus, we assume (1) the mean field strength of umbra
([Bu]) and penumbra ([Bp]) to be 1800 G and 550 G, respec-
tively; (2) an AR is composed of sunspot and faculae; and (3)
the network includes ERs and OMF, that is, φn = φeph + φopen
(Krivova et al. 2010). The filling factors of faculae and network
can then be written as
〈αf〉 j =
〈φf〉 j
S ⊙Bsat,f
= af〈φopen〉 j + bf〈φopen〉 j+1 + cf , (20)
〈αn〉 j =
〈φn〉 j
S ⊙Bsat,n
= an〈φopen〉 j + bn〈φopen〉 j+1, (21)
where S ⊙ is the solar surface area. The magnetic saturation limits
of faculae (Bsat,f) and network (Bsat,n) are adapted from SATIRE-
T as well. The values of af,n, bf,n , and cf used in this study are
listed in Table 3.
Finally, the solar spectral irradiance can be obtained by ap-
plying these filling factors of the magnetic components in Eq.
(1):
〈F(λ, t)〉 j = aF(λ)〈φopen〉 j + bF(λ)〈φopen〉 j+1 + Fq(λ), (22)
where
(aF, bF)(λ) =
∑
i=u,p,f,n
(ai, bi)〈Fi(λ) − Fq(λ)〉. (23)
It is important to note that with Eq. (22), the solar spectral
and total irradiance can be computed straightforwardly from the
values of the open flux from two consecutive cycles. Moreover,
during the simplification of the SATIRE-M model in order to
deal with the decadal cadence, the model inherits all the param-
eters from the SATIRE-T model (Sect. 1) and no free parameters
are introduced.
Table 3. Parameters used in Eqs. (18) – (21).
Quantity a b c a/b
[10−5 Wb−1] [10−5 Wb−1]
αu 3.2 1.9 -0.4 1.67
αp 12.8 7.7 -1.6 1.67
αf 126.3 75.7 -9.1 1.67
αn 71.8 30.8 - 2.33
Fig. 2. a) Three-month moving averaged reconstructed total magnetic
flux (thick black line) compared to the averages of the three observa-
tional data sets (thick red line). The three individual observational data
sets are WSO (squares), KP NSO (diamonds), and MWO (triangles).
The reconstructed total magnetic flux shown is φtot = φact + 0.4φeph +
φopen, to take the unresolved magnetic flux in small ephemeral regions
into account (see Sect. 2.2.3). b) Yearly averaged reconstructed OMF
(solid line) since 1845 and the reconstruction from the aa-index by
Lockwood et al. (2014a, dashed line).
3. Results
3.1. Comparison with observations
As described in Sect. 2.2.3, we fix the free parameters of the
SATIRE-Tmodel by comparing the output with five independent
data records. Here, we first compare the reconstructed quanti-
ties to the corresponding observations or alternative models over
their overlapping periods of time.
The modelled total magnetic flux (TMF) is compared with
the observations in Fig. 2. Panel (a) shows the TMF over cy-
cles 21 – 23. Data from different observatories are represented
by different symbols: WSO (squares), KP NSO (diamonds), and
MWO (triangles). Each individual symbol represents the total
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Fig. 3. TSI since 1978: a) Daily reconstructed (red) and measured
PMOD composite (green). b) Difference between the reconstruction and
the PMOD composite. Daily values are indicated by dots and the 361-
day moving average by the thick solid line.
photospheric magnetic flux for a given Carrington rotation. The
thick solid line is a three-month moving average of the recon-
struction. The detectable ER flux is reduced by a factor of 0.4
to take the under-detected flux in observations into account. The
figure shows the data since 1967, but we only calculate the re-
duced χ2 value from 1976 onwards, i.e. to the right of the vertical
dashed line, when all three observational data sets are available.
In contrast to the previous work by Krivova et al. (2010, Kea10
hereafter), who fitted the modelled TMF to individual observa-
tion data points, we fit to the average of the three, as indicated by
the red line. The reduced χ2 value is 0.036. Panel (b) compares
the modelled OMF (solid line, yearly averages) with the em-
pirical reconstruction by Lockwood et al. (2014a, dashed line)
based on the aa-index between 1850 and 2010. The reduced χ2
value over this period is 0.225. We note that although the ref-
erence open magnetic flux record used in this paper covers 60
years longer than the previous version (Lockwood et al. 2009)
used by Kea10, our model has a lower χ2 value than in Kea10
(χ2=0.243).
Figure 3a shows the TSI reconstruction (red dots) from the
sunspot number (SNv2) overplotted on the PMOD composite
(green lines) over the period 1978 – 2015. In this study, we take
the SORCE/TIM measurement during the activity minimum in
2008 (1360.52 W/m2) as reference. Both, the reconstructed TSI
and PMOD series are normalized to the 2008 minimum level,
indicated by the dashed horizontal line. The difference between
the two series is shown in panel (b) (daily values as dots and
the 361-day moving average as thick solid line). The reduced χ2
value between the daily modelled TSI and the PMOD composite
is 0.20, which is lower than 0.233 obtained by Kea10.
Next, we compare the modelled UV flux (integral over 220
– 240 nm; red) with the reference data (black) in Fig. 4a. The
obtained χ2 value of 0.043 is significantly lower than the value
of 0.072 obtained by Kea10. The reference UV time series here
is the reconstruction with SATIRE-S model which has previ-
ously been shown to be in close agreement (R2c=0.975) with
the UARS/SUSIM record (blue line in Fig. 4a, Brueckner et al.
1993; Floyd et al. 2003). The long-term uncertainty of the
SUSIM instrument is shown by the shaded area, taking the
minimum in 1996 as reference (Morrill et al. 2014; Yeo et al.
2015). We take the SATIRE-S reconstruction here rather than the
SUSIM data, since it covers a much longer period (40 years vs.
11 years, Krivova et al. 2006; Yeo et al. 2014). The improvement
in the UV band is largely due to the more accurate description
of the activity belts (see Sect. 2.2.2). By running our model with
exactly the same set-up but without accounting for activity belt,
we obtain a higher χ2 value of 0.06.
Since the irradiance variations in the UV range are mainly
due to faculae (Unruh et al. 2008), we additionally constrain the
SATIRE-T model by requiring that it also reproduces the fac-
ular contribution to the TSI variation correctly. The calculated
facular contribution to the TSI variation over the period 1974
– 2015 (red) is compared to that obtained from the more ac-
curate SATIRE-S model based on full-disc solar magnetograms
(black, Yeo et al. 2014) in Fig. 4b. Since the direct information
on the emergence rate of bright features (faculae and network)
back to 1610 is missing, their emergence rate is assumed to be
related to the evolution of sunspots. This is a valid assumption
on timescales of months or longer, but the modelled facular vari-
ability cannot be expected to be accurate on timescales shorter
than a month. Therefore, the facular contribution is shown as an
81-day moving average. The reduced χ2 value between the two
series is 0.018, which is almost four times lower than in Kea10.
It is also worth noting that both the secular change and the solar
cycle amplitude of the UV fluxes and the facular contribution to
the TSI changes agree very well with the SATIRE-S model.
Please note that the UV and faculae contribution to the TSI
are smoothed with an 81-day moving average, which leads to ar-
tificially higher correlation coefficients as in this case there are
fewer independent points. This is done in order to compare di-
rectly with the previous version.
After constraining the SATIRE-T parameters by comparing
to various independent data sets as described above, we also
compare the modelled Lyman-α irradiance with the LASP com-
posite of measurements (since 1978) and a proxy model (prior
to 1978, Woods et al. 2000, 2004)4. The Lyman-α line impacts
the chemistry and heating rates in the terrestrial middle atmo-
sphere and is therefore of interest for climate research. A com-
parison over the period 1947 – 2015 is shown in Fig. 5; the mod-
elled Lyman-α is in red and the composite is in black. The 1-
σ uncertainty of the composite is indicated in grey. The mod-
elled Lyman-α is normalized to the 2008 minimum (horizontal
dashed line). The reduced χ2 is 0.013. We emphasise that this
data set was not used to constrain the model, meaning that the
good agreement between the model and the data provides fur-
ther support to our model.
In summary, the resulting reconstructions show excellent
agreement with the corresponding reference data. The derived
free parameters are listed in Table 1. The reduced χ2 values and
the correlation coefficients (Rc) of the physical quantities are
summarised in Table 4, compared with the results of Kea10. The
parameters are now fixed and further employed to reconstruct the
solar spectral irradiance over the last nine millennia (Sect. 2.3).
3.2. SATIRE-T reconstruction back to the Maunder minimum
Figure 6a shows the 361-day smoothed reconstructions of the
TMF, AR flux, ER flux, and OMF. We note that the TMF is
without the reduction by ce = 0.4, as here we are interested
4 http://lasp.colorado.edu/lisird/lya/
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Table 4. The reduced χ2 values and the correlation coefficients (Rc) between the SATIRE-T reconstruction and the independent data sets used to
constrain the model (except the Lyman-α, which was not used for fixing the parameters).
Quantity Cadence Period χ2 Rc χ
2 Rc
Version Kea10 This work
TSI 1 d 1978 – 2015 0.233 0.81 0.200 0.80
TMF 1 CRa cycle 21 – 23 0.069 0.93 0.036 0.98
OMF 1 y 1845 – 2010 0.248 0.86 0.243 0.82
UV (220 – 240 nm) 3 m 1947 – 2015 0.072 0.94 0.043 0.96
Facular contribution to TSI variation 3 m 1974 – 2015 0.064 0.94 0.018 0.97
Lyman-α 3 m 1947 – 2015 - - 0.13 0.96
Notes. (a) Carrington rotation.
Fig. 4. a) The UV irradiance integrated over the range 220 – 240 nm
as reconstructed here (red), modelled with SATIRE-S (black; reference
data set from Yeo et al. (2014)) and measured by UARS/SUSIM (blue,
Floyd et al. (2003)). The long-term uncertainty of the UARS/SUSIM
measurements (taking the 1996 minimum as a reference) is shown by
the shaded area. b) The facular contribution to the TSI changes mod-
elled with SATIRE-T (red) and obtained from full-disc solar magne-
tograms (SATIRE-S; black). In the SATIRE-S model the period be-
tween 1990 and 1993 is not shown due to gaps in the input data
(Yeo et al. 2014). All curves are in 81-day moving averages.
in the total flux responsible for irradiance changes, not the one
observed. In our reconstruction, the ER cycles are shorter than
the previous versions. It is important to note that while the re-
constructed fluxes during the Maunder minimum drop down to
zero, this does not imply that the solar activity was completely
absent at that time; it is only a consequence of the lack of in-
formation on solar activity at that time. Since the sunspot num-
ber dropped to zero, the emergence rates of magnetic regions in
our model are also zero over most of that period. In principle,
the magnetic flux might still have emerged in some weaker re-
gions and contributed to the OMF, which is supported by the cos-
mogenic data (Stuiver & Braziunas 1993; Kocharov et al. 1995;
Beer et al. 1998). This means that the irradiance drop during the
Maunder minimum was probably somewhat less than the value
returned by our model, and the estimated secular change is there-
fore an upper limit.
Fig. 5. 81-day moving average of the reconstructed Lyman-α (red) and
the Lyman-α composite by (Woods et al. 2004, see text) with its 1-σ
uncertainty (grey). The model is normalized to the composite during
the 2008 solar minimum (dashed horizontal line).
The reconstructed TSI (SSI integrated over 115 – 160 000
nm) is shown in Fig. 6b (361-day moving average in black,
11-year running mean in blue). The dashed horizontal line in-
dicates the Maunder minimum level of TSI. To compare with
other studies, we calculate the increase in the TSI from the
end of the Maunder minimum to the mean over the period
1975 – 2005. Our reconstruction returns an increase of 0.92+0.08
−0.02
W/m2, which although still within the uncertainty ranges is
somewhat lower than in the previous reconstructions with the
SATIRE-T model (1.25+0.05
−0.3
W/m2, Krivova et al. 2007, 2010),
those with SATIRE-T2 based on synthetic magnetograms pro-
duced with a surface flux transport model from the group
sunspot number (1.2+0.2
−0.3
W/m2, Dasi-Espuig et al. 2016), and the
empirical reconstruction with the NRLTSI model (1.1 W/m2,
Coddington et al. 2016).
Since the sunspot number is the only input to the SATIRE-
T model, the choice of the sunspot number series affects the
level in the modelled solar irradiance during the period from
the eighteenth to early nineteenth century. However, the secu-
lar change is not affected (c.f., Kopp 2016), since neither the
modern nor the Maunder minimum levels are affected by this
choice. One of the shortcomings of most existing sunspot num-
ber reconstructions is the employment of a linear scaling be-
tween various individual records, which is not justified (Usoskin
2017). Among the proposed revised sunspot number series (Sect.
2.2.1), Usoskin et al. (2016b) and Chatzistergos et al. (2017)
were the only ones to apply a non-linear non-parametric calibra-
tion method. Chatzistergos et al. (2017) did the calibration us-
ing probability distribution functions (PDF) of several backbone
observers with errors estimated with Monte Carlo simulations.
Therefore we also consider their series here as an alternative in-
put record to the SATIRE-T model. The difference between the
TSI reconstructions from the sunspot number records by WDC-
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Fig. 6. a) Reconstructed magnetic flux (361-day moving averages) at
the solar surface since 1639: total magnetic flux (thick black), AR flux
(red), ER flux (blue) and open flux (dashed). b) Reconstructed TSI back
to 1639 (361-day moving averages in black and 11-year smooth in blue).
The horizontal dashed line shows the Maunder minimum level. The
gray shaded area represents the uncertainty range due to the choice of
the sunspot record (see main text for details).
SILSO and Chatzistergos et al. (2017) is used here as a rough
estimate of the uncertainty range over 1739 – 2010 due to the
choice of the sunspot number (grey shading in Fig. 6b).
To test the stability of our reconstruction and the sensitivity
of the model to various free parameters, we have considered dif-
ferent combinations of parameters. In particular, we either fixed
τ0act, Bsat,n , and ce as listed in Table 1, or let them be free parame-
ters within ranges 0.2 – 0.8, 50 – 850, and 0.2 – 0.5, respectively.
These tests showed that the resulting reconstructions of TSI dif-
fered by up to 0.1 W/m2 on decadal timescales. The overall sec-
ular change always lies in the range 0.90 – 1.0 W/m2. Conse-
quently, we conclude that the reconstruction is independent of
the exact choice of the free parameters (see also Krivova et al.
2007; Dasi-Espuig et al. 2016).
3.3. SATIRE-M reconstruction on millennial timescales
Keeping all the parameters fixed, we now employ the SATIRE-
M model to reconstruct solar total and spectral irradiance back
to 6755 BC from the cosmogenic isotope data. Figure 7a shows
the TSI reconstructions over approximately the last 9000 years
based on the three isotope series, as introduced in Sect. 2.3 (U16-
14C in blue, U16-10Be in green, Wu18 in black). Figures 7b
and 7c are enlargements over the periods 1000 BC – 2000 AD
and 1400 AD – 2000 AD, respectively. The decadally averaged
TSI reconstruction based on the SNv2 series is also shown (solid
red) for comparison. The reconstruction based on the sunspot
record by Chatzistergos et al. (2017) is shown by the dashed red
curve. Yellow shading highlights the difference between these
two reconstructions.
It is worth noticing that the reconstructions based solely
on either 14C (U16-14C) or 10Be (U16-10Be) show temporal
discrepancies due to differences in the relevant geochemical
production processes and local climatic influences (Sect. 2.3.1
and Wu et al. 2018). The reconstruction based on the composite
(Wu18) of one global 14C and six regional 10Be series has reme-
died this (See Fig. 12 in Wu et al. 2018), and shows the common
solar signal extracted from seven individual isotope series. We
therefore consider this latter reconstruction to be more robust
than reconstructions based on individual isotope data. On the
millennial timescale, the variability of TSI (∆TSI/TSI) obtained
from all three isotope records is very similar (≈0.11%). Since in
the second half of the twentieth century, the activity of the Sun
was comparatively high (see also Solanki et al. 2004), this result
means that during extended activity minima (grand minima) the
irradiance dropped by up to 1.5 W/m2 compared to the recent
level. Interestingly, during the nineteenth century the TSI recon-
structed from the cosmogenic isotope data agrees better with the
reconstruction from the sunspot record by Chatzistergos et al.
(2017, dashed red curve) than with the one from the WDC-
SILSO (solid red curve). The reduced χ2 calculated over the
period 1750 – 1900 is 0.32 and 0.72 for the RCH and WDC-
SILSO-based reconstructions, respectively.
Figure 8 shows the reconstructed SSI in selected wavelength
bands over the period 1000 BC – 2000 AD. The four selected
spectral intervals are (a) Lyman-α, here integral over 121 – 122
nm, (b) UV between 115 and 400 nm, (c) visible between 400
and 700 nm and (d) IR, longwards of 700 nm.
4. Summary
Solar radiation is the dominant energy source for the climate of
Earth. In addition to the known quasi 11-year solar cycle, the
Sun varies on longer timescales, and this variability might af-
fect the Earth. Since direct solar irradiance measurements only
exist after 1978, this record is too short to properly assess the
solar influence on climate, meaning that reconstructions of past
irradiance changes are needed. Models assuming that irradiance
variations on timescales longer than about a day are caused by
the evolution of the solar surface magnetism reproduce over
90% of the measured irradiance variability (e.g. Krivova et al.
2003; Ermolli et al. 2003, 2013; Ball et al. 2014; Yeo et al. 2014;
Coddington et al. 2016); in particular, the newest version of
SATIRE (Yeo et al. 2017) does so without any recourse to the ir-
radiancemeasurements (i.e. without free parameters). Therefore,
here we assume that the same is also true on longer timescales
up to millennia and reconstruct solar total and spectral irra-
diance over the last 9 millennia from proxies of solar mag-
netic activity. In particular, we use the SATIRE-T (Krivova et al.
2007, 2010) and -M (Vieira et al. 2011) models, in which the
evolution of the solar surface magnetic field is reconstructed
from the sunspot number (Clette et al. 2014; Clette & Lefèvre
2016; Chatzistergos et al. 2017) and cosmogenic isotope data
(Usoskin et al. 2016a; Wu et al. 2018), respectively.
First, the SATIRE-T model has been re-visited with sev-
eral modifications and updates. The changes include: modified
ephemeral region cycle description (to assure the fact that the ER
cycle maxima occur at or before the correspondingARmaxima),
a more realistic description of the spatial distribution of faculae
and sunspots (activity belts), and updates in the input sunspot
number series and the reference series (OMF, TMF, TSI, UV
and facular contribution to the TSI variation). The reconstruc-
tion with the SATIRE-T is in close agreement with the obser-
vations over the last four decades. The modelled open magnetic
flux also agrees well with the independent reconstruction based
on the aa-index over the last 150 years (Lockwood et al. 2014b).
The reconstructed TSI shows an increase between the late seven-
teenth century and the present of 0.92+0.15
−0.05
W/m2, which is some-
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Fig. 7. Three TSI reconstructions based on different isotope records:
U16-14C (blue), U16-10Be (green) and the composite Wu18 (black)
plotted over the periods: a) 6755 BC – 2000 AD b) 1000 BC – 2000 AD
and c) 1400 AD – 2000 AD. The uncertainty range of the reconstruc-
tion based on the Wu18 composite is indicated by the grey shaded area.
Decadal averages of the reconstruction based on the directly observed
SN are shown in red after 1639. The solid line is the reconstruction
based on the WDC-SILSO series while the dashed line is based on the
record by Chatzistergos et al. (2017). The yellow shaded area highlights
the difference between them.
what lower (but within the mutual uncertainty ranges) than in
the earlier reconstructions with SATIRE-T (Krivova et al. 2007,
2010), SATIRE-T2 (Dasi-Espuig et al. 2016), and the NRLTSI
model (Coddington et al. 2016). This is significantly lower than
in the reconstruction by Shapiro et al. (2010) and Egorova et al.
(2018).
Keeping the free parameters fixed, we then used the
SATIRE-M model and the SN series reconstructed from cos-
mogenic data to calculate the TSI and SSI over the last 9000
years. Of the three isotope-based SN series, two are individual
14C and 10Be series from Usoskin et al. (2016a), and one is the
newest multi-isotope composite by Wu et al. (2018). The three
TSI/SSI reconstructions with the SATIRE-M model show a mu-
tually similar long-term variability. The range of the TSI vari-
ability on millennial timescales for the three used isotope series
is about 0.11% (1.5 W/m2). After the Maunder minimum, the
reconstruction from the cosmogenic isotopes is consistent with
that from the direct SN observation. Furthermore, over the nine-
teenth century, the agreement with the reconstruction from the
SN by Chatzistergos et al. (2017) is better than with that from
the WDC-SILSO SN series (Clette et al. 2014).
Fig. 8. Reconstruction of UV/SSI integrated over a) Lyman-α, b) 115 –
400 nm (marked UV on the axis label), c) 400 – 700 nm and d) wave-
lengths longward of 700 nm (IR) based on three isotope-based SN series
(see legend in the plot) over the period 1000 BC – 2000 AD. The recon-
struction based on the directly observed SN is shown in thick red line
after 1639. All curves are decadal averages.
This reconstruction is the first SSI reconstruction over the
Holocene, which uses physics-based models to describe all in-
volved processes (Vieira & Solanki 2010; Vieira et al. 2011),
and also the first one based on a composite 14C-10Be record
(Wu et al. 2018), and is recommended for studies of long-term
climate change (e.g. Jungclaus et al. 2016). The TSI/SSI recon-
structions are available at the web page of Max Planck Insti-
tute for Solar System Research “Solar Variability and Climate”
group5.
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